
Computing Option
Home Learning



Basic Learning in Computing

The purpose of the Computing Option at Oakwood is to 
provide students with the fundamental skills they will need 
to thrive within the work place, and to generate a personal 
interest that they will take forwards into their future 
studies. 

Key learning in Computing at home can involve pupils 
completing work and/or tasks related to: 

• Office Skills
• Identifying hardware and it’s advantages/disadvantages
• Understanding the need for computers in a modern world. 
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Learning Task 1 –
Computer Hardware

Step one: 
Research what is meant by the term “Computer Hardware.”

Step two:
Research the 10 most common pieces of Computer Hardware.

Step three: 

Cut up a piece of paper into squares. On one side of each square write 
the name of a piece of hardware. On the other side write a short 

description of what it is. You can keep these as revision cards!



Learning Task 2 –
Planning a task

Computers are fantastic for many reasons. One of these reasons is that it speeds up 
jobs that would take much longer to do without them. 

Step One
Think of a task that would take much longer if we didn’t have computers to help us do 

them. 

Step two
Create a PowerPoint slide showing how computers have made that task easier. 

Step three
Try to think bigger now, what JOBS have been replaced by computers? Do some 

research and see what you can find. What jobs do you think will be replaced in the 
future? Make another slide showing this. 

Some prompts to 
help: 



Learning Task 3 –
E Safety for Primary

When working with computers, we have to think about our “End Users.” 
Our “End Users” are the people we’re making our program for. 

For example, if you were making a cake for a 4 year old it would probably 
look very different to a cake that you’d make for a 40 year old. That’s 

because you’ve thought about your End User, the person you have made it 
for. A 4 year old wants a very different cake to a 40 year old. 

Your end user for this task is a Primary School student. 

Your task is to create an E-Safety poster for them, giving them some 
information on how they would stay safe online. Think about the tips you 
could give them, and how you are going to present them to your End User.

Some prompts to 
help: 

What colours will 
you use? Why?

What font will 
children like?

What pictures?



Any questions? 

Send a message to Mr Hough on Class Dojo. 

Not on Class Dojo? Call Oakwood and they’ll pass on the message, 
I’ll ring you back. 


